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WHY PAY DOUBLE OR TRIPLE

FOR PHONE CALLS TO EUROPE!

OUR RATES

• 82 CENTS TO GERMANY

• 90 CENTS TO SWITZERLAND

• 70 CENTS TO UNITED KINGDOM, ETC

• YOU PAY NO GST

• SAME RATE 24 HRS/7 DAYS

INTERESTED?

HIGH ABOVE THE EVER LASTING FOG

View of the Männlichen, high above Wengen. In the background, the uniform grey
cloud covering the Lake ofThun and for that matter the whole of the Swiss plateau.

THEN RING ME ON

09 827 0214-
MARIA HAFNER

they disappear as a matter of course.
You search the whole house for them
(and the garden shed this time too) only
to find them eventually happily
dangling from the dashboard or your car.
How they managed to get into your
locked car and insert themselves into
the ignition lock will probably remain an
enigma for ever. As an added oddity,
car-keys can perform this trick far more
often with highly intelligent but absent-
minded professors than with ordinary,
down-to-earth people and yet no one
can explain why.

If after all this you still persist in
thinking that objects have no brains
and no nasty streak in them, you must
be living in a real dream-world of your
own.

The purpose of the objects' insidious

intelligence is simply there to test
our brains, to see how far they can push
us before we blow our top, to prove to
us how superior they are to us and how
badly we compare to them. Do not be
surprised if you feel depressed after
reading this Editorial, I felt the same
after I wrote it...

NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

All Editorials published in the
Helvetia over the past 4 years are the
sole creation and property of your Editor

and were written exclusively for the
Helvetia magazine. Any reprinting or
publishing in any form within New Zealand

requires prior approval from your
Editor.

ANOTHER VICTIM OF
MODERN TIMES

The "Swiss American Review', a
weekly magazine published in the USA
for the benefit of all Swiss living in
North America, has gone under.

For years the magazine had been
financially supported by Otto Rüesch, a
Zurich born American banker who lives
in Washington. The weekly "Swiss

All of you who lived in Switzerland
and had to spend your winters down on
the "flat lana" will remember the horrible

grey winter weather which seemed
to last for weeks on end when all you
could see was a uniform grey layer of
clouds which never let any real
sunshine through. It certainly was most
depressing.

American Review" had a circulation of
some 3500 copies. It was written up
and produced by Richard Anderegg, a
76 year old professional journalist who
selected news items from Switzerland,
translated them into English and
published them in the Review (very much the
same as your Editordoes forthe Helvetia).

Over the years, Rüesch invested
over 250,000 USD into his venture and
until the last minute, he still hoped to
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But if you were lucky to be able to
get away into the mountains, somewhere

above 1200-1500m, you found
yourself in a completely different world
wherethe sun neverstopped shining all
day, where the weather was clear and
the air as pure as crystal. This winter
again was no exception as the pictures
show.

get more large Swiss firms to support
him in his effort by advertising in his
magazine. Unfortunately, most Swiss
firms did not come to his rescue and so
last December, Rüesch decided to close
his magazine down for good.

Rüesch claimed that, in this modern
world, the time for ethnic magazines
was over. (Will this also be the fate of
your Helvetia magazine in the years to
come? We sincerely hope not).

A viewof the Tschuggenhütte above Arosa. The thrifty Swiss shun the deck chairs
because you have to pay for them, so most visitors use the terraces where seating
is free.
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